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1 Motivation

4 Main Results

Sentiment is found to affect the cross section of stock
returns, the aggregate stock market and various asset
classes (e,g, Baker and Wurgler, 2006; Ben-Rephael, Kandel

1) Segmentation between local and foreign sentiment

3) Overreaction is stronger for countries that are
more foreign relative to the U.S.

and Wohl, 2012 and Huang, Lehkonen, Pukthuanthong, and
Zhou, 2018).

Recent evidence suggests that sentiment can also play
an important role in international markets (e.g., Hwang,
2011; Baker, Wurgler and Yuan, 2012; Gao, Ren and Zhang,
2018).

2 Research Question
1) Is foreign sentiment just a mere reflection of general
optimism? Or do foreign and local sentiments have
different pricing implications?
2) Do foreign investors respond to local public signals
differently than local investors (Dumas et al. 2017)?
3) Can country/culture/social differences between
foreign and local investors amplify the reaction to
these signals?

• OOS R2 of residual FNEIO

2) Reaction to local public news signals: local vs.
foreign sentiment
• PVAR indicates that country news tone leads FNEIO
but not LEBD.

4) Complimentary analysis using U.S. as local
country
• LNEIO predicts USRet reversals, while FNEIO
does not.
• LNEIO and FEED predict USRet reversal,
separately.

5 Robustness checks
3 Foreign & local sent measure
U.S. investor foreign and local sentiment
Data source: U.S. mutual fund industry flow data from
Investment Company Institute (ICI).
• ICI decomposes fund total flows into two
components: sales and redemption (net sales) +
exchanges in and exchanges out (fund intra-family
flow shifts)
• U.S. LOCAL sentiment measure “LNEIO”: mutual
fund intra-family flow shifts between bonds and
equities.
• U.S. FOREIGN sentiment measure “FNEIO”:
Intra-family flow shifts into and out of international
asset classes.
International investor foreign and local sentiment
Data source: Morningstar mutual fund database
• LOCAL measure (each non-U.S. country) “LBED”:
the difference between percentage total net flows into
local equity and bond mutual funds.
• FOREIGN measure (from International markets
towards the U.S.) “FEED”: the difference between
percentage flows into U.S. equity and non-U.S.
equity funds (VW across non-U.S. countries).
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6 Conclusion
1. Construct a new and direct measure of U.S. based
foreign sentiment using mutual fund flow shifts
toward international markets.
2. Document the evidence of the sentiment
segmentation.
3. Shed light on a new behavioral explanation
(outgroup negativity) to how foreign sentiment can
be generated.
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